
The test inverter PWR-100 is designed for testing electric motors in the low voltage range, e.g.      
servomotors in the automotiv sector, motors for battery operated tools or motors in medical technology. 

The device can be used to carry out long-term and heating tests as well as to record characteristic fields 
and for end-of-line testing. Among other things, there is the possibility of parameter identification for 
connected test objects. This includes, for example, the determination of winding resistance, phase in-
ductance and EMF in motors. 

The PWR-100 includes a software package for parameterization and commissioning as well as for 
evaluating the tests. 

The PWR-100 enables the testing of various components in a wide parameter field (current, frequency, 
etc.) and, thanks to its flexibility and its numerous adjustable parameters, is ideally suited for installation 
in test benches. 
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Test Inverter PWR-100 

Supply Voltage 

Intermediate Circuit Voltage (UZK) 

Output Voltage 

Output Current 
at UZK  24 VDC    150 Aeff (without VL-Option); 100 Aeff (with VL-Option) 
at UZK  48 VDC     80 Aeff   
at UZK 100 VDC     50 Aeff   

Output Frequency 

PWM-Frequency 1 kHz up to 40 kHz, Space Vector Control 

Control algorithms 
Voltage control, current control, speed control, speed control with subordinate 

current control, torque control, position control 

> 90%, at 100V DC, 20 A, 20 kHz PWM Frequency

Current Measurement 3 engine strings + DC, 16 bit resolution, ± 1% 

Voltage Measurement 3 motor connections + DC, 16 bit resolution, ± 1% 

Position Encoder Interfaces 

(B x H x T) mm, Weight (kg) 
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